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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Advanced propulsion concepts such as the Air Turbo Ramjet (ATR) require light weight 
materials that are oxidation resistant and have good structural properties at high temperatures. 
Ceramic materials offer all of these advantages. 
The ATR cycle Ref. 1 requires the delivery of 1800°R methane at 600 psi to drive the turbo 
pump. The liquid methane delivered from this pump is heated in a regenerator (heat exchanger) 
located in the ram air combustion chamber which operates at temperatures as high as 3749 R. 
This program addresses the materials and fabrication technologies required for a light weight 
heat exchanger. 
The important design parameters in addition to weight, are durability and low pressure loss 
in both the fuel heating circuit and in the main hot gas flow stream. The heat exchanger must 
also be capable of operating over a wide range of flight conditions ranging from subsonic at take 
off and landing to supersonic cruise. 
2.0 GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this feasibility demonstration program were to evaluate candidate ceramic 
material and fabrication concepts which have potential for an advanced lightweight regenerator 
which could meet the flight life and thermal requirements for the ATR. The specific goals of the 
program were to fabricate four test articles, using the selected design, material and fabrication 
concept and conduct proof pressure and leak tests and demonstrate 100 hours of operation and 36 
thermal cycles in a simulated high temperature combustion gas environment. 
3.0 SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
Tape cast silicon nitride was selected as the preferred material to meet the thermal, struc-
tural and environmental requirements of the ATR. The fabrication processes required to formu-
late the powder blend, prepare the tape, punch the cooling passages and mamfolding and lami-
nate the assembly using Aerojet platelet technology developed for metals, was successfully 
accomplished. 
Designs were prepared and six articles successfully fabricated from .016 in. thick, green 
silicon nitride tape, which was punched, laminated and thermally processed to a high density 
state. 
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Evaluation 
The regenerators were visually and dimensionally analyzed as well as leak and proof tested. 
In addition, two of the regenerators were exposed to 500 fps, 3100°F propane combustion gases. 
Two of the silicon nitride regenerators were sectioned to evaluate the internal features. A 
cross section of one of the sectioned regenerators is shown in Figure 1.0, along with the designed 
cross section. In the fully sintered state, there was no bond line visible between the individual 
platelets except in areas where there is clear non-contact. 
Leak Testing 
Four of the regenerators were subject to low pressure leak test by pressurizing the circuits 
with GN2. One of the regenerators showed leakage through the face of the part as a result of 
being insufficiently sintered. This part was not subjected to further testing. Another showed a 
small leak at the edge of the manifold but this was not considered a deterrent to additional 
testing. The other two regenerators were leak free. 
Proof Testing 
Three remaining regenerators were subject to proof testing at 900 psi, 1.5 times their design 
operating pressure. No additional leaks were noted during this procedure and the leak noted 
during the low pressure GN2 leak check did not manifest itself during the water testing. One of 
the regenerators was pressure tested to burst at 1575 psi, 2.6 times the operating pressure. The 
area of fracture was at one of the wider spans of the manifold which can easily be strengthened 
for higher pressure use. 
Thermal Exposure 
Three of the regenerators were subject to thermal cycling and exposure testing in a ATR 
simulator using 600 psi GN2 and methane (CH4) as coolants. The nominal operating environ-
ment for the exposure was propane combustion products at 500 fps and 3100T. This environ-
ment produced regenerator surface temperatures as high as 2339°F and coolant exit temperatures 
of 1415T with a ambient inlet temperature. 
One of the test regenerators survived 40, 2000°F thermal cycles with GN2 coolant for a 
total test exposure time of 09:40:11 (hr:min:sec) before fracturing during a rapid heating cycle. 
Another part underwent 10 methane thermal cycle tests and a single long duration test of 
RPTIRm94.93A
112:04:47 (br:min:sec) with GN2 as the coolant Table 1.0 gives a summary of the significant 
results of the regenerator evaluation and testing compared to goals. 
TABLE 1.0. CERAMIC REGENERATOR TEST SUMMARY 
Goal Attained 
Proof Pressure 900 psi 900 psi 
Leakage None None (2 parts) 
Burst Pressure 900 psia 1575 psi (1 part) 
Hot Testing 2 parts 2 Parts 
Life lOOHrs 117Hrs 
Max. Surface Temp. 2000 F 2339 F 
Max Outlet Temp. 1250 F 1415 F 
No. Thermal Cycles 36 40(1 part)
Summary and Conclusions 
The fabricability of silicon nitride regenerators with intricate internal passages using 
ceramic tape multilayer packaging techniques and Aerojet's platelet technology has been 
demonstrated. While the current example is fairly simple in design and execution, sufficient 
precedence has been established to proceed with larger and more complex and intricate ceramic 
components which will expand the application possibilities. Future efforts should also address 
the attachment of feedlines to the integral manifolds with emphasis on light weight and high reli-
ability. 
4.0 ATR SPECIFICATIONS AND DESIGN DRIVERS 
The prototype regenerators built and tested on this program were designed to operate at the 
realistic service conditions anticipated of this component in the Air Turbo Ramjet (ATR) engine, 
Figure 4.1. The design operating conditions considered included propellant chemistry, flow 
rates, heat flux, gas-side and coolant temperatures and pressure differentials. Table 4.1 shows 
the operating parameters for the ATR baseline engine from the High Speed Civil Transport 
(HSCT) study contract AS-23468. These parameters were used as a portion of the design 
requirements for the ceramic heat exchanger test module. Two operating conditions are shown: 
(1) Sea-Level-Static (SLS) and (2) Cruise at Mach 5 and 83,000 ft altitude (M5183K), at a mini-
mum flow and thrust (17,700 lbf). There are wide ranges of thrust and altitude combinations at 
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TABLE 4.1 
OPERATING PARAMETERS
ATR COMBUSTOR REGENERATOR 
S.L.S. (55K lbf) M5/83K ft (17.7K lbf) 
Parameter Units Cold Side Hot Side Cold Side Hot Side 
•	 Fluid --- CH4 Comb. Gas CH4 Comb. Gas 
•	 Flow Rate lb-sec 32.0 706. 7.73 277. 
•	 Inlet Temp. OR 200 3562 200 3844 
•	 Outlet Temp. O R 1860 3408 1860 3749 
•	 Inlet Press. psia 610 25 160 110 
 Gas AP psi (1) (2) (1) (2) 
• Avg. Cp Btu/lb-OR 0.75 0.366 0.75 0.366 
• Mo!. Wt --- 16 28.4 16 28.4 
•	 Heat Trans. Btu/sec 39840 39840 9624 9624 
• Flow Area in.2 (3) 4610 (4) 4610(5) 
•	 Length in. 15 15 15 15
(1) As required; no significant effect on engine size, weight or performance. Suggest a 
maximum of 15% of inlet pressure. 
(2) As low as possible; has a very pronounced effect on engine size, weight, and performance. 
Suggest a maximum of 5% of inlet pressure. 
(3) As required but as low as possible; moderately affects the engine size and weight. 
(4) As required to prevent over-heating of methane (1860°R limit for thermal decomposition). 
The regenerator system will shut off the methane flow to some of the platelets to give this 
required flow area. 
(5) Combustion gas will flow around all platelets under all conditions even though some 
platelets will not always be cooled. Therefore, the uncooled platelet material must be 
capable of withstanding 3844°R. 
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which the engine must operate, but the two conditions shown are representative of the most 
important regimes of operation. 
The assumed regenerator, which resulted in the parameters shown in Table 4. 1, is one that 
contains a valve system which blocks the methane flow to a larger number of regenerator sec-
tions as the methane flow is reduced. As a result, the flow per active section is maintained high 
enough to prevent over-heating and thermally decomposing the methane when flow is less then 
the maximum value. The major impact on the regenerator design resulting from this regenerator 
system is that the ceramic material must be capable of withstanding the full combustion tempera-
tures when the blocked platelets are not being actively cooled by the methane. 
The two most important design parameters of the regenerator, as they effect vehicle per-
formance, are the regenerator weight and the pressure drop in the combustion gas. It was rec-
ommended that the weight goal for the regenerator not exceed 1100 lbs. This weight represents 
25% of the total engine weight. The engine without the regenerator is 3331 lbs. A preliminary 
heat transfer analysis indicated that this weight can be achieved if the ceramic wall is no more 
than 0.031 in thick. 
Additionally, it was recommended that the hot gas pressure drop be no greater than 5% of 
the inlet pressure. Regenerator pressure drop has a very significant degrading effect on engine 
which not only requires more fuel but also increases the engine size and weight. Based on a 
simplified mission analysis, i.e., Los Angeles to Tokyo, it was determined that the regenerator 
weight reduction required to compensate for an increase of 1% in the hot gas pressure drop is 
488 lbs to maintain the same payload to initial weight fraction. 
5.0 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN AND FEASIBILITY 
5.1 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 
The initial regenerator concepts are show in Figures 5. 1.1 and 5.1.2. In this concept, 
the regenerator is a group of pie sections which fit together in a 56 in. diameter ATR engine. An 
initial prototype concept is shown in Figure 5.1.3. This design simulated one vane of the pie 
section regenerator. This design utilized U-shaped channels of varying lengths and duel mani-
folds to allow the variation in flow for different operating conditions. Thermal analysis and 
potential fabrication difficulties resulted in a change in to a straight through flow design, Figure 
5.1.4 and 5.1.5. This prototype was a result of a multi-pass, cross-flow ceramic regenerator con-
cept which was defined for the program. This concept is shown in Figures 5.1.6 and 5.1.7. The 
multi-pass configuration was required to maintain the thermal stressed at an acceptable level. 
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Initially, this design incorporated two sets of manifolds. The lower manifolds had inlets and 
outlets for 1 out of 5 channels, while the upper manifolds had inlets and outlets for 4 out of 5 
channels. During cruise operation, when the methane flow rate is 7.7 lb/sec, the coolant is 
directed to the lower manifold only. During SLS, both the upper and lower manifolds were to 
have flow. Single regenerator vane concepts for this type of ATR regenerator are seen in Figure 
5.1.8. All of the channels would be flowing during take-off, but only those at the leading edge 
and in the center would be flowing during cruise. The final result of the conceptual analysis is 
the prototype cross flow ceramic regenerator vane shown in Figure 5.1.9. This vane was concep-
tually designed to permit evaluation of the temperatures, thermal gradients, and fuel compatibil-
ity. The variable channel sizes are required to obtain nearly equal methane exit bulk temperature 
from each of the channels. The straight through design simplified the channel design and analy-
sis since all the coolant flow paths are the same length. A regenerator design model was used to 
determine the channel sizes by balancing the channel pressure drop, bulk temperature rise, and 
energy input to each channel. 
This prototype ceramic regenerator vane design can be extended to actual ATR opera-
tion using a multi-pass design, i.e., increase methane temperature from 200 R to 1800 R in three 
passes through the combustion section as shown in Figure 5.1.7. The multi-pass arrangement is 
intended to reduce the thermal stresses due to thermal gradients within the vane. 
5.2 MATERIAL SELECTION 
A survey of ceramic material systems and vendors was conducted to determine the 
appropriate material and vendor for the fabrication of the regenerators. Initially, the material 
focus was on reaction bonded silicon nitride (RBSN) and reaction sintered silicon carbide 
(RSSC) for thermal shock reasons but was expanded to include other candidate materials. The 
survey list is shown in Table 5.2.1. Ultimately, two silicon nitride systems were chosen for fur-
ther study, sintered silicon nitride (SSN) and RBSN. 
A comparison of the thermal and engineering properties of silicon nitride with state-
of-the-art metallic materials, such as titanium (6A1-4V), aluminum (6061), beryllium, and stain-
less steel (CRES 347), is shown in Figure 5.2.1. Silicon nitride has a density comparable to alu-
minum, a thermal conductivity twice that of stainless steel, and a melting temperature which 
exceeds stainless steel by nearly 850 F. The elevated temperature strength of silicon nitride is 
superior to all these metals when measured by.the strength to weight ratio, Table 5.2.2. 
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TABLE 5.2.2. COMPARISON OF STRENGTH TO WEIGHT RATIOS OF 
SILICON NITRIDE WITH OTHER ENGINEERING MATERIALS 
Material Si3N4 Al	 Ti	 Be. 347 SS 
4 p 6061	 6A1-4V 
RT 840 459	 812	 552 260 
1000°F 840 --	 440	 360 170 
2000°F 830 --	 --	 -- 20 
2500°F 550 --	 --	 -- --
UTSfDensity (ksi/lbm/in.3) 
The silicon nitride material selected to be used in the fabrication of the regenerators 
was obtained from Cercom, Inc. of Vista, California. Their sintered material, PSG (Pressureless 
Sintered Glass) silicon nitride is a fully-dense, pressureless sintered ceramic specifically com-
pounded to yield an amorphous intergranular phase. To produce the amorphous phase, 6% yttria 
(Y203) and 3% alumina (Al203) are added to the silicon nitride powder as a sintering aid. 
Pressureless sintering allows for net shape forming of complex components without the need for 
high pressure induced shear forces. Typical mechanical and physical properties are shown in 
Table 5.2.3. The material is isotropic as related to engineering properties and has been demon-
strated to have excellent thermal shock resistance compared to many other ceramics, Figure 
5.2.2.
TABLE 5.2.3. TYPICAL PROPERTIES OF PSG SILICON NITRIDE 
Property 
Bulk Density (lb/in.3) 
Hardness (45N) 
Fracture Toughness (ksi in. 1/2) 
(ksi in. 1/2) 
Characteristic Strength (RT, 4 pt, ksi) 
Weibull Modulus 
Elastic Modulus (MOE) (MPsi) 
Poisson's Ratio 
Thermal Expansion (10-6/F) (RT-1832 F) 
Thermal Conductivity (Btu/hr/ft/F) 
Thermal Shock Factor (Tc,F) 
RPT/RO94.93A
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Value
0.118
88 
5.18 
109 
18 
'14 
0.24 
1.9 
17.0 
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The reaction bonded silicon nitride has the same sintering aids (6% yttria and 3% 
alumina) added to silicon metal powder. This material does not produce the amorphous phase 
and therefore has a higher use temperature. This system was the preferred system due to less 
shrinkage and higher temperature capabilities. 
5.3 FABRICATION PROCESSES. 
5.3.1	 Slip Casting 
Initially slip casting was to be the primary process for the fabrication of the 
regenerator vanes and doctor blade/tape casting a secondary fabrication method. In the slip 
casting approach, leachable cores were to be bonded together and a slip cast around the integral 
unit within a plaster mold, Figure 5.3.1. Once the green slip has dried, the cores are leached 
away and the ceramic fired for densification. Initial experiments with the slip casting process 
were not successful. Slips were poured around 0.030 in diameter molybdenum wires to see if the 
wires could be removed after the slip had dried. All the slips cracked early in the drying process 
due to excessive green shrinkage. With these experiments and the success of the tape casting, the 
slip casting fabrication method was abandoned. 
5.3.2 Ceramic Tape Cast Platelet Technology 
The secondary fabrication method, which resulted in early success, was tape 
cast platelet construction. In this method of fabrication, the components consist of multiple 
laminated layers of ceramic material which contain intricate internal hydraulic passages. The 
process was developed jointly by Aerojet, Cercom Inc. of Vista, California and Coors Ceramics 
Co. of Golden Colorado. A flow chart illustrating the ceramic platelet fabrication process is 
shown in Figure 5.3.2.1. The technologies utilized in this process involve tape casting of the 
ceramic material, numerical controlled punching of the green tapes, green bonding or laminating 
and a burn-out cycle followed by a sintering operation. 
The tape casting process begins with the formulation of the ceramic or silicon 
metal powders. In the PSG silicon nitride and the RBSN tape manufacturing process, yttria 
(Y203) and alumina (Al203) powders are added to the silicon nitride or silicon metal 
respectively. These oxides act as sintering aids and produce an amorphous (glassy) second phase 
in the PSG material but not in the RBSN. The mixture of powders is then wet ball milled. When 
the correct surface area of the powder is achieved the binder, plasticizer and deflocculant are 
added and the rheological properties of the slurry adjusted as needed. As a base line, 
polyvinylbuteral is added as a binder, K126 as a plasticizer and fishoil as a deflocculent for the 
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PSG material. For the RBSN polyproylene carbonate binder and plasticizer are added. The 
binder contents are then adjusted to the powder size/surface area. 
Once the slurry has been formulated the tape is cast using a doctor blade pro-
cess. Figure 5.3.2.2 shows a schematic of the tape casting process. Mylar carrier film is laid 
over a support structure and attached to a take up reel. Above the mylar, the doctor blade is 
positioned to spread the slurry across the film. The height of the blade determines the thickness 
of the slurry which flows onto the mylar film. As the carrier film moves from the supply reel to 
the take-up reel over the support structure the ceramic slurry is spread over the film by the doctor 
blade. Moving away from the doctor blade the slurry is dried by warm air. The dried tape is 
then wound up on the take-up reel. Tape can be produced in 12 in. widths, 0.005 to 0.030 in. 
thick. The control of the thickness by the positioning of the doctor blade and the evaporation 
rate of the drying tape are the main process control parameters during tape fabrication. During 
tape casting development the PSG tape was the first material successfully cast. It was this mate-
rial which was used for the remainder of the program. 
Standard Aerojet metal platelet design techniques are used to engineer the 
individual platelets used in the design. When the design is finalized a numerically controlled 
punch is programmed and the green tape punched with the desired pattern. 
Once the platelets are punched with the correct patterns a stacking and lami-
nating schedule is developed and the components assembled for green bonding or lamination. 
The lamination is performed at about 5.5 MPa (800 psi) and 65 C (150 F) 
After the platelets are green bonded the parts are burned-out at 650 C (1200 
F) in a nitrogen atmosphere to remove the binders. The brown parts are then sintered at 1775 C 
(3200 F), to consolidate the parts to almost 100% dense. 
This process lends itself to the fabrication of ceramic structures with intricate 
internal passages.
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6.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 
6.1 REGENERATOR DESIGN 
6. 1.1 Thermal Analysis 
A preliminary thermal analysis of the baseline regenerator shown in Figure 
5.1.9 was preformed verify normal operating condition, i.e., gas side wall temperature (Twg) and 
coolant velocity (v), for a maximum inside wall temperature of 1400 F. A temperature of 1400 F 
is specified as the limit to prevent thermal decomposition of the methane. A one dimensional, 
thermal-hydraulic model of the regenerator vane, including temperature dependent thermal con-
ductivities, was used for the analysis. 
Figure 6.1.1.1 shows the variation of wall temperature gradient as a function 
of heat flux for selected wall thickness of silicon carbide and silicon nitride for a fixed inside 
wall temperature of 1400 F. The predicted gradients indicate that the "normal" maximum vane 
surface temperature is 1450 F for silicon carbide and 1500 F for -silicon nitride with a 0.015 in. 
thick wall. The temperatures at the corners of the leading edge of the vane are expected to 
exceed this value.
The gas side boundary condition for SLS, cruse and a test cell condition are 
summarized in Table 6.1.1.1, assuming a 5% blockage factor, i.e., regenerator frontal area 
divided by total flow area. At cruise conditions, the average gas side heat transfer coefficient is 
approximately 75% of that at SLS. In order for the single regenerator concept to work, i.e., 
maintain the coolant side wall temperature at or below 1400 F and achieve an exit temperature of 
at least 1340 F at both SLS and cruise condition, the total heat input to the regenerator must 
scale with the total coolant mass flow rate at SLS and cruise conditions. The mass flow rates 
vary by a factor of four, therefore, the total heat input must also vary by a factor of four. The 
decrease in heat input during cruise operation is achieved by two mechanisms. First, the lower 
heat transfer coefficient at the cruise condition accounts for approximately a 25% reduction in 
the heat input from SLS to cruise conditions. Second, the remaining heat input reduction is 
achieved through elevated regenerator mean surface temperature which reduces the surface heat 
flux during cruise operation. 
A thermal hydraulic analysis was conducted to size the channels of the pre-
liminary design. Figure 6.1.1.2 shows the methane exit temperature and average velocity for the 
prototype silicon nitride regenerator. The expected operating range for the 16 channel design, 
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shown in Figure 5.1.4, are temperatures between 1700 and 2050 F and coolant velocities between 
30 and 65 ft/sec for a total mass flow of 0.015 to 0.025 ibm/sec. The test cell gas side boundary 
conditions in Table 6.1.1.1 were used and an inlet temperature of 660 F was assumed. 
During SLS conditions with all channels flowing, a maximum temperature of 
less then 1540 F at the leading edge is expected. A finite element analysis using the ANSYS 
code was performed for cruise conditions with only one out of five channels flowing. A plot of 
the temperature distribution in the vane is shown in Figure 6.1.1.3. this shows the maximum 
temperature over the closed off channels to be 2550 F, within the temperature capability of the 
selected materials. This analysis assumed a constant average heat transfer coefficient typical of 
the leading edge region based on the flow rate, density, and velocity of the combustion gas a 
cruise conditions. Figure 6.1.1.4 shows the variation of the local heat transfer coefficient in the 
region of the leading edge for SLS and cruise conditions. 
As can be seen from Figure 6.1.1.4, during cruise operation the coolant side 
wall temperature in channels not flowing will exceed 1400 F, the decomposition temperature of 
methane. An analysis of the effect of coking trapped methane in the channels assuming complete 
conversion of methane to soot, (CH4 ----> C(s) + 112) was conducted. At 30 psi (normal coolant 
pressure at cruise conditions) a 15% reduction of flow area occurs after approximately 100 
cycles. If the cooled channels are vented to 5 psia, a 15% reduction occurs after 600 cycles. 
Assuming only one cycle per flight, the coking question would need to be addressed if the engine 
life is 5000 cycles. The regenerator could be changed out, assuming the weight savings of going 
from two to one regenerator is greater than the additional cost of 10 regenerators per engine. An 
alternative is to service the regenerator with warm hydrogen periodically to reverse the decom-
position reaction and "clean" the regenerator channels. The estimate performed has assumed 
complete conversion, the actual conversion is rate dependent and, therefore, it is possible that 
coking may not limit the service life of the regenerator. 
6.1.2 Structural Analysis and Vane Design 
A 3D thermal and structural analysis was performed on the prototype regen-
erator vane assembly, Figure 5.1.9 Figure 6.1.2.1 shows the geometry of the model and temp-
eratures assumed for the input into the PATRANIPTI{ERMAL computer codes for thermal anal-
ysis. For these inputs a solid ceramic vane with tubular manifolds was assumed for simplicity. 
The temperatures assumed are consistent with the preliminary thermal analysis performed in 2D. 
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The results of the thermal analysis are shown in Figures 6.1.2.2 and 6.1.2.3 as 
input into ANSYS. These thermal profiles, together with the expected internal pressures of 640 
psi in the manifolds, was input into the ANSYS computer code to determine the resultant thermal 
and pressure stresses. Figure 6.1.2.4 shows the thermal profile of a cross section at this location 
and. Figure 6.1.2.5 show a profile of the effective stresses. The maximum computed effective 
stress was 14.6 ksi, located near the plane containing the maximum temperature. This is well 
below the estimated tensile stress of the PSG silicon nitride of 55 ksi (this is 1/2 of the reported 
value for 4 pt flexure strength for this material). 
6.1.3 Manifold Design Concepts 
The initial approach to fabricating the regenerator manifolds from tape was to 
wrap tape around cylindrical wax mandrels to make tubes and then green bond the tubes to the 
vane sections, Figure 6.1.3.1. The tubes would then be attached to the edges of the vane by an 
overwrap of additional tape, Figure 6.1.3.2. Several layers of tape would be required in order to 
build-up to the 0.070 inch thick manifolds. After overwrapping, the entire assembly is green 
bonded and then green machined in, order to trim off excess material, Figure 6.1.3.3. After burn 
out and sintering a metallic tube (Kovar) was to be brazed to each inlet and outlet for attachment 
to the methane source. 
Unfortunately, fabrication of the tubular manifolds by this method proved to 
be unworkable. Experimental manifolds were constructed in the green state but upon sintering 
the outside edges of the manifolds cracked and the overwrapped layers delaminated, Figure 
6.1.3.4. In addition, the manifolds did not remain round after sintering. Because of this problem, 
and the issues of sealing the ends of the manifold tubes and the sealing of the transition between 
the manifolds and the vane, it was decided to reassess the manifold fabrication. 
An alternate concept to the manifold fabrication was to layer green tape at the 
ends of the vane section. The layers would be green bonded and then green machined to form 
tubular manifolds, Figure 6.1.3.5, similar to those shown in Figure 5.1.9. The layered platelet 
end structure is shown in cross section in Figure 6.1.3.5b. The base platelet material is 0.016 in. 
and many layers are needed to achieve a thickness needed for a 0.5 in. manifold. In this configu-
ration 42 layers of material are needed. The vane section is precut and laminated prior to the 
manifold stack being bonded to it. The regenerator channels extend into the manifolds and when 
the 0.5 in. manifold is machined into the stack the passages are opened. Figure 6.1.3.5c shows 
section B-B of Figure 6.1 .3.5b, the machined manifold. The ends of the two manifolds are 
machined round in order to accommodate the Kovar inlet and discharge tubes. 
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Regenerator vane
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/
Figure 6.1.3.1 Assembly of Green Bond Regenerator Vane and Wax Cylinders. 
Top View is Exploded Section; Bottom View Shows 
Assembly Together
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Figure 6.1.3.2a. Tape Wrapped Around Assembly From Figure 3 
F
Jk 
Figure 6.1.3.2b. Detail of Tape Wrap Manifold Approach 
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Trimmed Green 
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Figure 6.1.3.3 Top View Shows Overwrap Assembly After Green Machining to 
Trim Off Excess Material. Bottom View is Assembly After Sintering. 
A Metallic Tube is Shown Brazed Onto One Inlet. One Tube Was 
to Be Brazed to Each Outlet for Controlling Methane Flow 
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Figure 6.1.3.5a. Overall View of Ceramic Regenerator With Platelet Manifolds 
ç0.Ol6 In. x 6 Layers 
__L (0.096 In. Total) 
/ I - 
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I -- .-	
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7-0.096 In. 
Layers 
Break Corners 450/-'s if 
0.096 In.	
Needed for Weight 
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0.672 In Total Thickness 
Figure 6.1.3.5-b. Cross Section of Platelet Manifolds for Ceramic Regenerator. 
Structure is Made Up From Multiple 0.016 in. Layers, Green 
Bonded, Machined and Fired 
0.5 In. _4 W1J--- - 
5	 I	 \ .--1/4 in. Rad 
0.70 In.	 I 
0.50 In. 
$1
End Machined Round 
Section	 18815-6 
Figure 6.1.3.5c. Section B—B From Figure 6b. After Green Bonding of Manifold 
Stack, Manifold Tubes are Machined Into Stack, the Ends 
Machined Round and Parts Fired 
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An alternate, but similar, manifold configuration is shown in Figure 6.1.3.6. 
In this design the methane enters the manifolds at the sides rather than at the ends. Construction 
is similar to that shown in Figure 6.1.3.5, except the manifold passages are partly machined 
before green bonding. This will help eliminate a concern about smearing and blocking the chan-
nel ends during green machining of the concept shown in Figure 6.1.3.5. The cross section of the 
side entry is shown in Figure 6.1.3.6b, again, the manifold is made from multiple layers of 0.016 
in. tape. A detail of the manifold configuration is shown in Figure 6.1.3.6c. The manifold was 
to be constructed from rectangular sections and the corners machined off and the 0.5 in. round 
passage bored after bonding. 
The next iteration of the flat platelet manifolds concept is shown in Figure 
6.1.3.7. This figure is an overall view of the platelet manifold configuration while a through 
view detail is shown in Figure 6.1.3.8a. The flow passage diagram, Figure 6.1.3.8b, shows the 
flow distribution within the manifold along with a platelet stacking sequence. The individual 
platelets are shown in detail in Figure 6.1.3.9 and in an exploded view in Figure 6.1.3.10. 
Significant features of this manifold arrangement are: 1) Coolant enters and 
exits the manifolds normal to the vane by the means of clamp-on delivery lines, 2) The coolant 
is distributed in proportion to the expected heat input among the heat exchanger channels, such 
that each channel has the same temperature. rise, 3) All platelets are pre-cut green before 
stacking eliminating channel end smearing and green machining after green bonding, and, 4) 
Braze joints are eliminated by the use of mechanical seals on the flat manifold faces. 
6.1.4 Final Design 
After the completion of fabrication experiments discussed in Section 6.2.1, 
below, a final iteration of the design was performed. An overall through view of the final regen-
erator design is shown in Figure 6.1.4.1, and the individual platelets in Figures 6.1.4.2 through 
6.1.4.6. The stacking sequence is shown in Figure 6.1.4.7. The stacking was simplified by 
reducing the cooled section to two platelets thick for both thermal and fabrication reasons. 
Items to note on the design are the reduction of thickness of both the vane 
section and the manifold sections as well as the adjustment of the width of the widest channels. 
The vane section is now 0.120 in. thick and the manifold section about 0.4 in. thick. This makes 
for a lighter weight part. With the reduced flow area, the mass flow rate was decreased which 
increases the bulk temperature rise through the vane to the 600 F design goal. The advantages of 
two layers of tape for fabrication is discussed in the Section 6.2.1. The width of the two widest 
RPTflO94.93A	 6/11/91 
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Figure 6.1.3.6a. Side Entry Ceramic Regenerator Concept. Manifolds 
Are Constructed From Layered Platelets 
0.48 In. 0.672 In. 
0.096 In. — .	 I	 I	 I ___________ 
0.016 In. x6 Layers 
(0.096 In. Total)	 7- 0.096 In. Layers 
Figure 6.1.3.6b. Cross Section of Platelet Manifolds for Side Entry 
Manifold Concept. Manifolds are Green Machined 
Before Stacking and Green Bonding 
rT\ ___ 
2.1 In .	 0.5 In. 0.7 In. 
0.125 In. Rad-4 Places	 0.25k– -*-10.25 [4- 
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	 In. 
Figure 6.1.3.6c. Manifold Design of Side Entry Ceramic Regenerator. 
Corners and 0.5 in. Inlet are Machined After Green 
Bonding
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Figure 6.1.3.9 Manifold Platelet Detail 
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Thickness 
Platelet No. in. 
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••)
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Figure 6.1.3.10 Exploded View of Manifold Ends 
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channels on the leading edge were adjusted to give more support and prevent sagging of the 
cover sheet as seen if Figure 6.2.6. The total flow width was maintained for these two channels 
with a simple repositioning of the land between the two channels. 
6.2 REGENERATOR FABRICATION 
6.2.1 Fabrication Experimentation 
The design shown in Figures 6.1.3.7 through 6.1.3.10 were evaluated by 
Cercom and Coors for fabrication feasibility. Initial reaction was positive and prototype platelets 
were fabricated. Examples of these platelets were d1ivered to Aerojet for evaluation and are 
shown in Figure 6.2.1 with the regenerator channel platelet in greater detail in Figure 6.2.2. 
These example platelets were punched from alumina tape. 
Coors produced a prototype regenerator made from alumina for process 
assessment and examination purposes. Figure 6.2.3 shows this regenerator alter being sectioned 
for evaluation. The prototype regenerator is made from alumina with some chromium oxide 
which gives it a pink color. Features to note on this first alumina part are the warpage of the 
vane section, Figure 6.2.4, some delamination in the manifold section, Figure 6.2.5, poor align-
ment of the lands and edges and a droop in the wide laminated channel, Figure 6.2.6. 
All of these problems were addressed. The warpage and delaminations are 
due to the shrinkage of the part during sintering. This caused dragging of the part on the furnace 
furniture. This was solved by constructing the furniture from the same green material as the part 
such that both shrink at the same rate and eliminate any drag. 
The Coors punching equipment is only able to punch two layers of tape at 
once. The misalignment of the lands and at edges of the channels is due to the requirement that 
several layers of channels be punched and then stacked together with no alignment provisions for 
the lands. This problem was eliminated by having the channels only two platelets thick and 
punching them both at once. The two platelet thickness also produces a desired increases in the 
temperature rise of the coolant. 
The poorly aligned edge was eliminated by having an extra wide land at the 
edge to give lateral support. The wide land is then trimmed to the correct width alter being green 
bonded to the cover platelet. 
RprIRO94.93A
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The drooping in the wide channel was addressed by reducing the width of the 
largest channel and widening the adjacent channel while retaining the same total flow area (see 
drawings, Figures 6.1.4.1, 6.1.4.4 and 6.1.4.5). It was also suggested that the parts be fired in the 
edge up position to prevent the drooping. Initial experiments in the edge firing position have 
were not successful, but the method may still have merit with further development. 
During the fabrication experiments at Coors, a tape structure 0.8 inches thick 
was produced and sent to Aerojet for evaluation, Figure 6.2.7. This was accomplished by green 
bonding 5 layers of 0.016 in. tape together to produce 0.08 in. thick tapes. Ten of these tapes 
were then bonded together to produce the final 0.8 in. part. 
The initial machining approach, using standard machine shop practices, 
resulted in some delamination at the edges of the large stack and were marginally successful. 
The punched platelet configuration eliminated the need for this fabrication technique and the 
work was not continued, but, it does have possibilities for future applications with some devel-
opment work.
The burn out and sintering experiments on the large sections also resulted in 
some delamination and warping of the final part. This was due to incomplete burn out of the 
thick parts resulting in residual binders being present during the sintering procedure. This prob-
lem was solved by extending the burnout times to eliminate all the binders. 
6.2.2 Final Regenerator Fabrication 
The final manifold and vane design changes, Figures 6.1.4.1 through 6.1.4.7, 
were programmed into the numerical controlled punch at Coors and prototype platelets of the 
final design produced, Figure 6.2.2.1. The platelets were punched extra wide and trimmed after 
bonding in order to maintain edge registration. The holes in the corners of each platelet are used 
for stacking alignment pins which maintain platelet position during lamination. 
Prototype regenerators of the final manifold design from alumina were pro-
duced for punching control, process assessment and examination purposes. Two of these regen-
erators are shown in Figure 6.2.2.2. One of the alumina regenerators was sectioned for internal 
inspection. The locations of the inspection sections are shown in Figure 6.2.2.3. Figure 6.2.2.4 
shows the cross sections of both the first alumina prototype (top) and the final prototype version 
(bottom). The channel height reduction on the bottom prototype reflects a change in the coolant 
flow requirements in the test section. Excessive sagging and delamination in the wide channels 
can be noted as can excessive deformation in the smaller channels. The sagging and delamina-
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tion of the wide channels can more easily be seen in Figure 6.2.2.5 and the excessive deforma-
tion of the smaller channels in Figure 6.2.2.6. 
A temperature of 160 F was used during the lamination process. This is 10 
degree F higher than the normal 150 F lamination temperature. This was done in an attempt to 
improve the bonding of the layers of the regenerator. With the higher temperature the bonding 
pressure was excessive and resulted in and the deformed channels and cracking seen in Figure 
6.2.2.6.
Figure 6.2.2.7 shows the cross section of the manifold region, section c-c, 
Figure 6.2.2.3. Here more delamination and blistering can be seen. These are due to insufficient 
burn-out of the binder. If the binder is not completely removed during the burn-out step the 
higher temperature sintering operation can cause gases to expand without sufficient time for it to 
escape and bubbles or blisters are formed. This problem was alleviated in subsequent runs by 
allowing sufficient burn-out time before sintering. 
A parametric study of the laminations of the channel section of the regenera-
tor sections was performed at Coors in order to eliminate the sagging and cracking. The results 
of the study indicated that the problem was not the parameters used in the lamination but the 
number of times the parts experienced the pressure and temperature of lamination. In the first 
assembly sequence, the channel section was subjected to nine lamination cycles. A reassessment 
of the lamination procedure by Coors and Aerojet resulted in a lamination sequence whereby the 
channel section can be subjected to only one, two or three lamination cycles depending on the 
procedure used.
With the lamination problems resolved, three silicon nitride regenerators 
were punched and green laminated. These three regenerators constructed for process verification 
were delivered to cercom for burnout and sintering. It was decided to confirm the burnout and 
sintering procedure by processing the three process verification articles one at a time. The first 
burned-out and sintered silicon nitride regenerator was delivered to Aerojet for evaluation. This 
process verification article was designated PV-'l. 
This first unit was slightly bowed and had a through crack in the vane sec-
tion. These two features are related. cercom reported that the crack was not present after the 
burnout procedure but did develop during the first sintering step. In order to be sure that the 
crack was not a random event the second silicon nitride part was processed in the same manner. 
This part was not cracked after the first sintering step but was also bowed. It is believed that the 
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bowing and related cracking is due to uneven shrinking of the two sides of the regenerator during 
sintering. This is probably due to uneven temperature gradient in the sintering furnace or 
dragging of the part during sintering. In order to eliminate the possibility of a temperature distri-
bution, the parts were packed in a sintering media during the sintering procedure. This helps 
distribute the heat around the part. The possible dragging of the part was addressed by a modifi-
cation of the green silicon nitride furniture which is burned-out and sintered along with the 
regenerators.
The silicon nitride regenerator, PV-1, was sectioned through the vane and the 
manifolds in order to evaluate the laminations and design details. Figure 6.2.2.8a shows a 
macro-photograph of the cross section of the silicon nitride regenerator vane. As can be seen, it 
is a faithful execution of the design cross section shown in Figure 6.2.2.8b. Cross sections 
through the manifold are shown in Figure 6.2.2.9 and 6.2.2.10. Figure 6.2.2.9 is a section 
through the distribution manifold ends which sections small cords at the rounded ends. This 
causes the edges of the features to seem rougher than they actually are. Figure 6.2.2.10 which 
was sectioned normal to the edge shows the feature edges much straighter. The laminations are 
void free except in the areas evident in Figure 6.2.2.10. The void here is due to the lamination of 
an unsupported region. Above and below the void there is no support to press the platelets 
together and voids are formed. These voids were eliminated by an additional modification of the 
lamination sequence. 
The second process verification article, PV-2, like PV-1, also had some 
bowing of the vane section, but, there is no visible cracking of the part. The third process verifi-
cation article, PV-3, was destroyed during processing when a furnace controller malfunctioned. 
Upon the completion of the evaluation of the process verification articles, 
four final articles were processed through final sintering, the seal faces diamond ground and 
delivered. Figures 6.2.2.11 and 6.2.2.12 shows these four regenerators ready for testing. These 
regenerators were measured and the dimensions are shown in Table 6.2.2.1. 
6.3 REGENERATOR TESTING 
6.3.1	 Objectives 
The objective of the test program is to demonstrate a proof-of-concept 
methane-cooled ceramic platelet regenerator. The operating conditions were selected to simulate 
a high speed engine environment. The temperature, pressure and chemical environment were 
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Figure 6.2.2.9 Section Through Manifold of Silicon Nitride Regenerator. Note the 
Laminations are Free From Voids. The Rough Feature Edges are Due to 
the Section Being a Small Cord Cut on Round Features
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Zote Void 
.1 
Figure 6.2.2.10 Section Through Manifold of Silicon Nitride Regenerator. Note the 
Straight Feature Edges. The Void is Due to the Lamination of an 
Unsupported Region 
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Figure 6.2.2.12 Regenerators 
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h1	 1j2	 h3	 I'4	 h5	 h6 h7 
o	 lI4	 0 
(Thickness) 
	
Qw2/5	 Q o _w3/6 0	 0	 0 0 
Inlet	 ______________________W (Width)	 rI	 Outlet 
TABLE 6.2.2.1 Dimension of Regenerator Vanes 
SN-1, SN-2, SN-3 and SN-4
SN-i SN-2 SN-3 SN-4 
A .1149 .1165 .1160 .1115 
B .1142 .1155 .1165 .1115 
C .1150 .1158 .1150 .1115 
D .1130 .1157 .1175 .1145 
E .1134 .1154 .1165 .1150 
F .1138 .1161 .1155 .1140 
h1 2.148 2.206 2.2345 1.99 
h2 2.136 2.186 2.2100 1.9855 
h3 2.1285 2.178 2.192 1.9760 
h4 2.1135 2.166 2.1665 1.9600 
h5 2.110 2.156 2.1585 1.9575 
h6 2.1175 2.1640 2.1565 1.9555 
h7 2.1295 2.1865 2.1695 1.9665 
h8 2.1365 2.1950 2.1730 1.9825 
hq 2.150, 2.1995 2.1745 1.9928 
Wl 4.0585 4.124 4.0830 4.0065 
W2 4.0765 4.099 4.0615 4.0135 
W3 4.0970 4.094 4.0635 4.0065 
W4 4.0670 4.124 4.1195 3.9770 
W5 4.083 4.118 4.1035 3.9955 
W6 4.055	 , 4.103 4.0950 4.0035
h (Height) 
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selected to demonstrate the feasibility of a lightweight, high-efficiency regenerator for high-
speed propulsion. 
6.3.2 Test Facility Description 
Performance testing was accomplished in the Aerojet Heat Exchanger Test 
Facility. This facility uses an air-fuel burner capable of providing up to 1,250,000 Btu/hr. A 
forced draft blower supplies pressurized air for combustion. Combustion gases at temperatures 
up to 3100 F pass through a water cooled nozzle section at 500 to 600 fps, providing a realistic 
simulation of the ATR regenerator environment. 
The test facility set up consisted of a refractory lined combustion chamber 
and a water cooled nozzle section to hold the test piece, Figures 6.3.2.1 and 6.3.2.2. North 
American Manufacturing fabricated the refractory lined combustion chamber for use with an 
existing burner, blower and control system, a detailed drawing of the combustion chamber is 
contained within the appendix. The chamber has an inside diameter of 12 inches, and outside 
diameter of 30 inches and a length of about 5 feet. These dimension allowed sufficient length 
and diameter for flame burn out and sufficient wall thickness to maintain a 3000 F wall on the 
inside and 350 F on the outside. Standing on two foot long legs, the chamber is high enough to 
mount the burner underneath and allow access for plumbing. 
The water cooled section is a non-pressurized water circulation system with a 
flow acceleration nozzle which is located in the discharge of the combustor. This is shown in 
Figures 6.3.2.3 and 6.3.2.4 with detailed drawing shown in the appendix. The 3.5 in. by 0.60 in. 
rectangular duct increases the gas velocity to 500 to 600 fps in the test section. A water cooled 
0.75 in. diameter baffle tube is positioned ahead of the test section to produce mixing and turbu-
lence of the combustion gases. Pt-30RhIPt-6Rh, Type B, thermocouples positioned in the gas 
stream record the gas temperature. One of the side walls of the water cooled high-velocity duct 
contains 6 view port for monitoring the test specimen surface temperature. Surface temperatures 
of the regenerator were measured by a optical pyrometer and Type B thermocouples. 
The test specimens were held in place by the means of stainless steel clamps 
fixed to the outside of the high velocity duct and by flanges containing gold coated metal seals. 
This arrangement is seen Figures 6.3.2.5, 6.3.2.6, 6.3.2.7 and 6.3.2.8 with the detailed drawings 
in the appendix. The coolant lines are affixed to the regenerator by means of flanges seen in the 
figures. 
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Watercooled Test Section 
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Figure 6.3.2.1 Refractory Lined Combustion Chamber 
and Watercooled Test Section 
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6.3.3 Results 
6.3.3.1 Leak, Proof and Burst Testing 
Leak testing consisted of pressurizing the parts with 50 psig GN2 and then 
applying a leak check solution and watching for bubbles. Regenerators SN-i and SN-3 were 
leak free by this method while SN-2 has a small weeping leak at the manifold interface. The 
forth regenerator, SN-4, has a delaminated area at one of the manifolds and was not subjected to 
the GN2 procedure. The delamination in SN-4 appears to be the result of a fabrication error. 
The edge of the part was trimmed excessively close causing a lack of support in the region and 
the delamination.
Proof testing consisted of pressurizing the regenerators with water to 900 
psig which is 1.5 times the working pressure of 600 psig. The pressure was then held at 900 psig 
for five minutes. Regenerators SN-1, SN-2 and SN-3 passed this proof test, SN4 was not tested. 
SN-2 which had the weeping leak did not leak when pressurized with water during this test. 
Permeability testing consisted of pressurizing the two non-leaking 
regenerators with 600 psig GN2 and recording the pressure decay over a period of 30 minutes. 
At the same time leak check solution was used on the parts. Only parts SN-i and SN-3 were 
tested in this manner. SN-i had a pressure decay of 110 psi from 606 psig to 496 psig. SN-3 
had a pressure decay of 120 psi from 600 psig to 480 psig. A concerted effort was made to 
assure that the isolation valve and 0-ring seals were leak free during this testing and the 
pressurized volume was small as possible. No leaks were detected with the leak check solution 
during the testing of these two parts. The cause of the pressure decay was not determined. The 
conclusion from these tests are the permeability of the silicon nitride assemblies is quite low but 
not quantified with the test procedure. 
6.3.3.2 Hot-Fire Testing 
A summary of the hot-fire tests conducted is given in Table 6.3.3.1. A 
summary of the program goals and accomplishments are provided in Table 6.3.3.2. Typical heat 
up transients during the cyclic tests are shown in Figure 6.3.3. i. In Test 32 the maximum 
exposed surface temperature of the Si3 N 4 reaches 2023°F in 60 sec. while the GN2 discharge 
temperature reached 543°F with a combustion gas temperature of 2432'F The vane surface 
temperature charge rate is shown in Figure 6.3.3.2 superimposed on the vane surface tempera-
ture. As can be seen, the rates of heating and cooling of the silicon nitride exceed 4000°F/mm. 
RFIJIW94.93A	
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Table 6.3.3.1 Ceramic Regenerator Program Test Duration Summary. 
All Tests With GN 2
 Coolant Except Where Noted With CH4, 
Ceramic Regenerator Test Summary. 
I.D.	 Test No. Duration I.D. Test No. Duration 
(hr:mim:sec) (hr. mim:sec) 
SN-i	 1 00:05:26 SN-3 1 00:01:46 
2 01:46:00 
CH4 3 00:10:12 
SN-2	 1 01:48:36 4 01:23:42 
2 00:17:16 CH4 5 00:10:19 
3 00:34:38 6 00:05:23 
4 00:37:57 CH4 7 00:10:21 
5 00:03:24 8 00:05:31 
6 00:46:26 CH4 9 00:10:28 
7 00:06:41 10 00:06:01 
8 01:30:43 CH4 11 00:01:00 
9 00:11:37 12 00:00:15 
10 00:10:02 CH4 13 00:00:12 
ii 00:47:15 14 00:00:17 
12 00:12:21 CH4 15 00:05:46 
13 00:05:00 16 00:00:25 
14 00:06:01 CH4 17 00:10:58 
15 00:04:46 18 00:12:05 
16 00:06:00 CH4 19 00:10:21 
17 00:37:00 20 00:08:39 
18 00:15:00 CH4 21 00:11:58 
19 00:04:18 22 00:04:18 
20 00:04:31 23 112:04:47 
21 00:04:46  
Total Time 117:23:44 22	 00:33:39 
23 00:02:55 
24 00:03:28 
25 00:02:45 
26 00:03:56 
27 00:08:37 
28 00:00:56 
29 00:00:55 
30 00:01:16 
31 00:00:50 
32 00:01:05 
33 00:00:35 
34 00:00:42 
35 00:00:51 
36 00:00:43 
37 00:00:30 
38 00:00:45 
39 00:00:50 
40 00:00:35 
Total Time	 0940:11
0N2 Used in All Tests Except Where Noted. 	 -	 - - - 
91 
TABLE 6.3.3.2 AIR Ceramic Regenerator Program
Summary of Program Accomplishments 
Goal Accomplished 
Fabrication 4 Parts 6 Parts 
Proof Pressure 900 psi >900 psi 
Leakage None None (2 Parts) 
Burst Pressure >900 psi 1575 psi (1 Part) 
Hot Testing 2 Parts 2 Parts 
Life lOOHrs >117Hrs 
Max. Surface Temperature >2000°F 2339°F 
Max. Outlet Temperature >1250°F 141 5°F 
No. Thermal Cycles 36 40 (1 Part)
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Test part SN-1, Figures 6.3.3.3 and 6.3.3.4, fractured during an initial heat-up cycle. Figure 
6.3.3.5 shows heating and cooling cycles for SN-2 tests #27 through 40. The pyrometer shows 
the surface to reach 2000°F and the gas temperature 2400°F. The coolant discharge temperature 
and heat flow corresponding to these cycles is also shown in the figure. The temperature at 
restart based on these measurements is about 120°F. Regenerator SN-2, Figures 6.3.3.6 and 
6.3.3.7, survived 40 thermal cycles for a total test exposure time of 09:40:11 (hr:min:sec) before 
fracturing. Details of the fracture are shown in Figures 6.3.3.8 and 6.3.3.9. The fracture is 
believed to have initiated at the vane/manifold interface during the rapid heating during cycle 40. 
Part number SN-3, Figures 6.3.3.10 and 6.3.3.11 underwent 10 methane 
exposure tests and a long duration test of 112:04:47 (hr:min:sec), for a total exposure time of 
117:23:44 (hr:min:sec). The thermal maps for these tests are shown in Figure 6.3.3.12 through 
6.3.3.17. Figure 6.3.3.12 shows the thermal profiles for Test 9. The combustion gas is 3250°F, 
the regenerator maximum temperature is 1900°F to 2000°F; and the methane is heated from 70°F 
to 1050°F, Figure 6.3.3.13 and 6.3.3.14. The steady temperatures during the hold period from 
350 sec. to 950 sec. indicate that the methane is not decomposing as a result of the high wall 
temperatures. Rapid decomposition of methane into 2H2 + C has been reported as low as 1200°F 
when in contact with some metals. Post-test evaluation indicated no visual evidence of carbon 
on the channel surface. Figures 6.3.3.16 through 6.3.3.17 show the results of the 112 hours 
life/durability test. The discharge temperature of the coolant (N2) range from 1250°F to 1300°F 
for the entire period, while the gas flowing over the vane at 550 FPS was 2700 to 2800°F. The 
cycling of the temperatures was caused by the inability to control the coolant flow rate due to 
pressure cycling of the facility supply. The coolant flow cycled from .001 to .0015 lbm/sec, 
Figure 6.3.3.16. The vane surface cycled from 2000 to as high as 2350°F. These high tempera-
tures did not cause an observable problem. The flow cycling caused the heat flux cycling shown 
in Figure 6.3.3.17. The fluxwas calculated from the flow rate and temperature change mea-
surements of the coolant. 
During the long duration test the exterior surface of the regenerator vane 
accumulated a large amount of various deposits. These can be seen in the front and rear faces of 
the vane, Figures 6.3.3.10 and 6.3.3.11 and on the leading edge, Figure 6.3.3.18 and trailing 
edge, Figure 6.3.3.10. On the leading edge, Figure 6.3.3.18, there is a brownish-red deposit of 
primarily silicon, sodium, iron, potassium, aluminum and oxygen. Figure 6.3.3.19 shows an 
EDS (Energy Dispersal X-ray Spectroscopy) spectrum of this material. Most of this material is 
believed to have come from the refractory lined combustion chamber (alumina and silica) and the 
water cooled high-velocity section (iron/iron oxide). The sodium and potassium may well have 
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been in the refractory. The sulfur would have been in the odorized propane fuel. On the trailing 
edge, Figure 6.3.3.20, there were green/yellow deposits. The green deposit, Figure 6.3.3.21, was 
primarily silicon, oxygen and sodium, the yellow/green deposit Figure 6.3.3.22, was primarily 
sulfur, sodium and oxygen, again, material from the refractory and fuel. At the inlet end of the 
vane there were yellow/brown deposits, Figure 6.3.3.10 left end, which proved to be composed 
primarily of sulfur, iron and potassium, Figure 6.3.3.23, from the sources discussed above. 
The possibility that the silicon/oxygen in the surface deposits was a result 
of the conversion of silicon nitride to silica was considered. Selective measurements taken after 
the duration test of part SN-3 were compared with those taken before testing, Table 6.2.2.1. This 
comparison was inconclusive. Not only did the post-test measurements show an increase in size 
of the part, the measurements were not repeatable. This was due to the frangibility of the 
deposits which was fretted by the measurement activity itself, resulting in inconsistent measure-
ments. Visual inspection did not reveal any areas which were eroded except at the outlet end of 
leading edge where the combustion products and material from the tester impacted the part at a 
velocity in excess of 500 fps. From this, it was concluded that there was some surface degrada-
tion of the part except in the areas of high velocity impingement. 
Part SN-3 had been previously pressure tested to 1575 psi before fracturing• 
in the exit manifold section and was thermally tested with the fractured manifold. This was due 
to the untimely fracture of SN-i after only 5:26 (min:sec). Examination of the fractured region 
of SN-3 after the methane and long duration tests showed no evidence of soot or coking due to 
methane decomposition. The area visible through the fracture is the area of highest temperature 
coolant flow. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Advanced materials are the key element in the development of high-speed propulsion sys-
tems for the NASP and other aeropropulsion systems such as the ATR. With the use of these 
materials, propulsion system thrust/weight is improved tremendously, and Mach number capa-
bility is enhanced by eliminating the need for efficiency robbing cooling air. 
The selected silicon nitride ceramic regenerator for preheating liquid methane has several 
advantages over conventional metal regenerators. Tht three primary advantages are (1) low 
material density (30% of copper and steel), resulting in lightweight components, (2) higher. 
operating temperature capability (up to 2500 F), and (3) improved corrosion resistance at higher 
temperatures. Disadvantages are a lack of ductility and low thermal shock resistance. 
2.0 OBJECTIVE 
The objective of this test program is to perform proof-of-concept demonstration of a 
methane-cooled ceramic platelet regenerator. Four prototype components are to be tested; one 
for mechanical capabilities and three in a simulated high-speed engine. The operating conditions 
of temperature, pressure, and chemical environment selected to demonstrate the feasibility of a 
lightweight, high-efficiency regenerator for high-speed propulsions are given in Table A- 1. 
3.0 TEST ARTICLE DESIGN/DESCRIPTION 
The tape cast and laminated silicon nitride regenerator vane is designed to heat coolant 
supplied at 600 psi to gas at 1800 R with a minimum pressure loss. A conceptual design and the 
test configuration is shown in Figure A-i. The detailed design of the four platelet types that 
comprise the ceramic platelet regenerator assembly are provided in Figures A-2 through A-8. 
The design is a single pass cross-flow configuration, i.e., the coolant enters the vane on one end, 
flows through 16 channels, and discharges on the opposite end. The channels are equal to the 
thickness of two laminates (0.025 in.) in one direction, and the width is adjusted to match the 
heat input such that the fuel temperature rise in each channel is approximately equal. The high-
speed hot gas flows perpendicular to the coolant flow. The gas impacts on the thin leading edge 
where the coolant channels are the largest, and flows across the two parallel faces of the vane, 
RPTflW94.93A-AppAIl	 A-2
TABLE A-i
NOMINAL TEST CONDITIONS 
Combustion Gas: 
Hydrocarbon Fuel/Air
	
Propane/Air (0/F 17) 
Pressure, psia	 =45 
Gas Velocity, fps 
Gas Temperature, R	 J1IiI 
Fuel/Coolant: 
Methane, lb/sec	 0.005-0.010 
Inlet Pressure, psia	 600 
Supply Temperature, R	 530-1200 (70-740 F) 
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Figure A-I Ceramic Regenerator Conceptual Design and Test Configuration 
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and discharges off the trailing edge. The thickness, width, and height of the vane in the heated 
zone are 0.105, 3.50, and 2.05 in., respectively. 
The fuel to be heated is delivered to the inlet and removed from the discharge end via 1/2-
in.-dia stainless steel tubes. The supply and discharge tubes are bolted on to the test section via 
flanges containing a P.S.!., Inc., gold-plated seal, PIN 663129Y-0010-2. The assembly sequence 
and torque specifications for attaching the feed lines are given in Appendix A-i. 
Tables A-2 through A-4 define the predicted operating temperatures and pressure drops for 
three cooling flow rates when the methane supply temperature and pressure are 530 R and 610 
psia, respectively. Tables A-5 through A-7 define the temperature and pressure drop when the 
methane inlet temperature is increased to 1260 R. These flow vs. temperature analyses are con-
ducted for predetermined pressure drops of 2, 10, and 50 psig through the heated portion of the 
test section. The pressure loss in the supply lines is small and has been neglected. 
4.0 EVALUATION AND TESTING 
The product evaluation program is divided into three parts as follows: 
4.1 Measurements and Nondestructive Testing 
4.2 Mechanical/Hydraulic Limits Testing 
4.3 Thermal Testing 
4.1 MEASUREMENTS AND NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING 
The test articles will be subjected to the following measurements and tests. 
4.1.1 Each specimen will be weighed to within %0.5 gm. 
4.1.2 Dimensional inspection per Figure A-9. 
4.1.3 The following mechanical/hydraulic testing will be conducted. 
4.1.4 Low-Pressure Proof Test 
A. Pressurize to 100 psi with GN2, hold for 1 mm. 
B. Pressurize to 250 psi with GN2, hold for 1 mm. 
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Seal Area 
(4 Places) 
0 A2	 B2	 C2 o'\ 0 
_ Al	 B,	 Ci oJ I 
A	 B	 C 
Vane SN 
Thickness 1
2 
Depth	 (d) 
Width	 1 
2 
Flatness (w) 
Flatness (d) 
Seal Area Flatness 
Seal Area Surface
Roughness 
Weight (gm)
1 2 3 4 5 6 
ABC ABCABCABCABC ABC
3.53.0.21 
All Measurements to be Within 0.001 in. Roughness Resolution £5 mm. Weight ± 0.5 gm 
Figure A-9. Dimensional Inspection 
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4.1.5 Low-Pressure Leak Test 
A. Pressurize with 50 psig GN2. 
B. Submerge in water and measure cc/min leakage rate for TBD mm. 
C. Document location of all visible leak areas. 
4.1.6 High-Pressure Proof Testing 
At the conclusion of the low pressure leak tests, each vane assembly will be 
proof tested with water to 1.5 the nominal operating pressure. The proof test will be conducted 
in the following steps, with one-minute holds at each pressure level except at 900 psi where the 
hold will be one-hour. 
• 250 psi 
• 400 psi 
• 600 psi 
• 800 psi 
• 900 psi 
The parts will be vacuum dehydrated at 150 F for 12 hr after proof testing. 
4.1.7 Permeability Testing 
All non-leaking units will be pressurized to the design point of 600 psia with 
nitrogen (a nitrogen molecule is about the same size as a methane molecule) and held for one 
hour. During this period, the pressure decay will be monitored and recorded. The volume of the 
pressurized system will be estimated to allow computation of the leakage rate. This test will give 
a more accurate assessment of permeability. 
4.2 BURST TESTING 
Burst testing will be conducted using water or other noncompressible fluid. 
The pressure in one of the vanes will be increased in steps of 200 psi for each test and 
held for one-minute at pressures of 800, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800 and 2000 psia. If rupture 
does not occur, the testing will continue until failure using the same stepped procedure. 
Appropriate safety precautions will be provided during the above testing. 
RPTIRO94.93A-AppAI3
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4.3 THERMAL TESTING 
Thermal testing of the prototype regenerator has two basic objectives: 
• To demonstrate the ability to withstand at least 50 thermal cycles in which the 
component goes from cold to steady-state operating temperatures. 
•.. To simulate a working life in excess of 100 hours under realistic conditions of 
inside and outside environments, temperatures, and pressures. 
Performance and durability testing will consist of two series of tests. In the first 
series, the cyclic thermal performance of one regenerator will be evaluated. In the second series, 
the duration capability of a second regenerator will be verified. 
Testing will be performed in the Aerojet Heat Exchanger Test Facility described in 
Section 6.0. The facility uses an air-breathing fuel burner with a muffled forced draft fan that 
supplies pressurized air for combustion from stoichiometric up to approximately 50% excess air. 
The fuel for these tests will be commercial grade propane. An analysis of the propane will be 
made to establish the heating value and composition, including sulfur. Diluent air may be 
injected using outer ring nozzles to provide additional gas temperature control at the combustor 
outlet from 800 to 3100 F. The combustion gases will be passed through the test section, 
providing a realistic simulation of the regenerator environment. The combustor will be operated 
with sufficient excess air to avoid excessive CO and unburned hydrocarbons in the exhaust. The. 
02 content in the exhaust will be 2-5%. 
In the initial check out tests the coolant will be high-purity nitrogen. This will avoid 
the possibility of methane coking the small cooling channels and reduces the test costs. It also 
reduces the fire safety hazards associated with operating with pressurized methane. In these tests 
the discharged methane will be burned off in the exit gas stream. High-purity methane, Table 
A-8, will be required to evaluate the performance and potential coking characteristics within the 
silicon nitride regenerator during the high temperature tests. Methane containing as little as 5 
ppm H2S was found to be capable of plugging copper cooling channels at a wall temperatures as 
low as 750 F. The methane coolant should operate coke-free up to about 1250 F. 
Initial thermal cycle testing will consist of heating the prototype component in 
propane combustion products, using nitrogen as the coolant. Table A-9 shows the approximate 
factors to be used when substituting nitrogen for methane. The thermal cycle test matrix for the 
first test article is presented in Table A-b. This series of tests will establish the maximum temp-
RFF/RJ094.93A-AppA/4
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TABLE A-9 
APPROXIMATE FACTORS TO BE USED WHEN SUBSTITUTING 
NITROGEN FOR METHANE WITHOUT CHANGING 
WALL TEMPERATURE 
Bulk Temperature, °F 
640 
1340 
1700
%ii N/' CH4 for 
Same Coefficient 
3.65 
4.61 
5.85
w N2w C1-14 for 
Same Bulk Temperature Rise 
3.06 
3.79 
4.03 
(w N2= *N2 
wCH4x 
* The actual flow required may be slightly lower because the N2 bulk temperature rise will be 
reduced. 
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erature capabilities of the design. This is accomplished by systematically reducing the coolant 
flow and then preheating the coolant if necessary. The test unit will be cycled from 70 F to the 
maximum acceptable temperature, which is expected to be 2500 F. 
Test 1 will consist of one check out and instrumentation calibration cycle of 120 
minutes. The coolant flow will be adjusted down ward during this period until the test section is 
1500 F. The combustor will be turned off and the regenerator will cool rapidly by maintaining 
full coolant flow. The coolant flow will then be reduce to a trickle purge and the regenerator will 
be visually inspected. Three subsequent thermal cycle tests will establish the maximum tempera-
ture that the ceramic regenerator can withstand in the repeated rapid heating and cooling found in 
an engine. Test article instrumentation will provide all required data to calculate heat and mass 
balances and heat transfer parameters. Temperature measurements win be compared to the pre-
dicted values. 
Methane will be substituted for nitrogen starting with Test 5. The initial methane test 
will limit the coolant to 1100 F in order to minimize the possibility of coking due to fuel decom-
position. The final test will be for 10 cycles with the wall and coolant temperatures at maximum 
acceptable values. The second test section will be install following this test. 
The extended-duration tests will consist of operating one prototype regenerator at the 
maximum acceptable temperature established in the first test series. The test will consist of 
heating the regenerator to full temperature and maintaining this condition for a goal of 100 hours. 
This duration exceeds the total test time for the component tested in thermal cycling. After the 
test, the regenerator will be visually inspected. This test will evaluate the performance of the 
regenerator for long-duration service at high temperature to determine the extent, if any, of reac-
tion of the ceramic material with either the combustion products or the coolant. 
5.0 POSTTEST EVALUATION 
The tested regenerators will be examined visually for surface condition, warping, and 
cracking. The weight of the units after testing will be compared with weights measured before 
testing to determine mass changes, if any, due to surface oxidation from exposure to the com-
bustion products. Dimensions of the components will also be compared with those measured 
prior to testing to determine the extent of any erosion or warpage. The units will be pressurized 
with nitrogen to determine the extent of leaks, if any, due to degradation caused by the testing. 
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After the nondestructive evaluation is completed, the prototype regenerators will be sec-
tioned and examined for the condition of the internal channels, the extent of corrosion, fouling, 
and tolerances. 
6.0 TEST FACILITY 
6.1 DESIGN 
Test objectives will be accomplished using the Aerojet Heat Exchanger Test Facility. 
The operating map for the propane burner-combustor has been well characterized and is defined 
in Figure A-10. 
The facility uses an airbreathing fuel burner capable of providing up to 1,480,000 
Btu/hr. A muffled forced draft fan supplies preasurized air for combustion from stoichiometric 
up to approximately 50% excess air. Diluent air may be injected using outer ring nozzles to 
provide additional gas temperature control at the combustor outlet from 800 to 3100 F. The 
combustion gases will be passed through the water-cooled flow section at 500 to 600 fps, 
providing a realistic simulation of the ATR regenerator environment and then exhausted directly 
to the atmosphere. 
6.2 SYSTEM FLOW SCHEMATIC AND TEST INSTRUMENTATION 
A facility flow schematic and the instrumentation required to control and monitor the 
combustor operation and conduct test article diagnostics are provided in Figure A- 11. The hard-
ware diagnostics includes coolant flow rate, inlet and discharge temperatures and pressures, and 
surface temperature measurements. Facility instrumentation includes gas temperature, composi-
tion, flow rate, and other control parameters. A complete list of instrumentation function, 
nomenclature, instrumentation type, and range is given in Table A- 11. 
6.3 FLOW SECTION AND SPECIMEN HOLDER 
The water-cooled flow acceleration nozzle shown in Figure A-12 will be placed on 
the discharge of the combustor. The 3.5 in. by 0.62 in. rectangular duct will increase the gas 
velocity to 500-600 fps in the test section. A water-cooled 0.75 in. OD baffle tube will be posi-
tioned ahead of the test section to produce mixing and turbulence of the combustion gas. Three 
Pt-30 Rh vs. Pt-6 Rh Type B thermocouples positioned in the gas stream will record the gas 
temperature. 
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Figure A-10 Test Facility Operating Map 
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TABLE A-Il
CERAMIC REGENERATOR INSTRUMENTATION 
Nominal 
Test Parameter	 Designation	 Values	 Range	 I ustru mcii La (iou 
WC Var. 0.003-0.010 
Var. 70-1000 TC-K 
Tout Var. 70-1500 TC-K 
P in 600 400-800 Tab 206 
Pout 600 400-800 Tab 206 
APC Var. 5-40 TBD 
TS-1 Var. 750-2000 Opt Pyro 
TS-2 Var. 750-2000 Opt Pyro 
TS-3 Var. 750-2000 Opt Pyro 
TS-4 Var. 750-2000 Opt Pyro 
TS-5 Var. 750-2000 Opt Pyro 
TS-6 Var. 750-2000 Opt Pyro 
TSI Var. 70-1000 
TSO Var. 70-1000 
Pft Var. 200-2200 
PA TBD 0-1.0 
wA 48 40-60 
wP 13.6 A/F 17 
lb/air/lb fuel 
mm 
Tgl 3000 2700-3100 
Tg2 3000 2700-3100 
Tg3 3000 2700-3100 
For Design Only 
Hardware: 
Coolant Flow Rate, lb/sec 
Coolant Inlet Temp, F 
Coolant Discharge Temp, F 
Coolant Inlet Pressure, psia 
Coolant Discharge 
Pressure, psia 
Coolant Pressure Drop, psia 
Vane Surface Temp, F 
Inlet Seal Temp, F 
Outlet Seal Temp, F 
Facility 
Coolant Tank Pressure, psia 
Air Pressure, psig 
Air Flow, cfm 
Propane Flow, lb/hr 
Gas Temp, F
Exhaust Gas, 02, % V02 3 2-5 
Exhaust Gas, CO, % VCO <0.1 0-1 
Exhaust Gas, I-I/C, % VH/C <0.1 0-1 
Water Flow, lb/hr, 80 F ww 930 900-1500 
Water Temp, F Two 180 70-212 
Flange Temp, F TF TBD 70-3000 
Preheater Power, KW PH Var. 0-10
Tab 206
Orifice Pump 
Pt-30 Rh vs. 
Pt-6 Rh Type B
Pt-30 Rh VS. 
Pt-6 Rh Type B
Pt-30 Rh vs. 
Pt-6 Rh Type B 
Batch Sample 
Batch Sample 
Batch Sample 
For Design Only 
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Figure A-12. Conceptual Design - Water-Cooled Specimen holder 
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One side-wall of the water-cooled high-velocity duct will contain 6 view ports for 
monitoring the test specimen surface temperature. Temperature will be measured by fiber optic 
pyrometers. Heat shields made of CRES 304 will be placed on the side-walls of the accelerator 
as shown. Holes will be provided in the shields to allow optical temperature measurement of the 
vane.
Four adjustable stainless steel clamps are provided to position the silicon nitride vane 
in the center of the gas stream, as shown in Figure A-13. The clamps are bolted to the water-
cooled section on one end. A zirconia felt gasket is positioned between the test sample and the 
clamp, as shown in the figure. Two stainless steel brackets bridge the test section (one on each 
end) to prevent vertical motion. The zirconia insulation is provided above and below the test 
section to minimize clamp heating and gas leakage. The horizontal clamps are attached and 
locked in position first, then the vertical clamps are installed. Consideration will be given to the 
use of springs rather than bolts to maintain compression if thermal expansion loads are predicted 
to be a problem. 
6.4 OPERATION/TEST PROCEDURES 
Thermal cycle testing requires rapid heating and cooling transients in the test regen-
erator. Realistic thermal transients will be accomplished by cycling the fuel burner on and off as 
required while maintaining coolant flow through the regenerator. 
It is required to bring the combustor refractory lining to thermal steady state prior to 
initiation of regenerator thermal cycling. This heat-up time will be based on the recommendation 
of the combustion vendor and is expected to be on the order of several hours. 
A damper placed in the duct will allow the test section to be installed after the com-
bustor has been preheated and removed without waiting for the refractory to cool down. The 
damper will be closed after the burner is shut off allowing access to the test section. 
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Figure A-13. Section Clamping Design 
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APPENDIX A-i 
ASSEMBLY PROCEDURES FOR CONNECTING MANIFOLDS 
TO CERAMIC VANES 
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ASSEMBLY PROCEDURES FOR CONNECTING MANIFOLDS 
TO CERAMIC VANES 
Surface preparation on ceramic. 
Check for flatness and scratches 
Flat to %0.0002 in seal area. 
Install discharge orifice in discharge line before assembly. Check thermocouple and pressure tap 
on discharge line 
Install seals in seal groove (2 on each end). 
Center flange in bolt pattern. 
Install bolts with Belvile springs, as shown in Figure A-14. 
Assemble mating flange-seal assembly and torque to TBD in. lb. 
Check thermocouple spot welded to inlet and disëharge flanges. 
Cap discharge line and conduct leak check of seal assembly at 300 psi. 
Remove cap. 
Install subassembly in test apparatus and lock inlet line clamp in position, insuring vane is cen-
tered within 0.62 in. in wide duct. Note discharge end must remain free to expand. 
Install 2-in. zirconia felt gasket in 4 locations and slide side wing seals to lightly contact and 
compress zirconia against vane. 
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Install 0.62-in. zircoma gasket in location and fix and lock vertical hold-down brackets on inlet 
and discharge end. Caution: Do not apply excessive sealing force on discharge end, as vane 
must be free to expand axially. 
Connect inlet and discharge pressure transducers to feed line 1/8-in.-dia tubing. A minimum of 
one 3-in.-dia coil must be used to avoid restricting the discharge line. 
Connect inlet line to coolant supply. 
Activate coolant purge flow. 
Connect instrumentation and check. 
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APPENDIX A-2 
START AND SHUT DOWN SEQUENCE CHECK LIST 
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START AND SHUT DOWN SEQUENCE CHECK LIST 
START SEQUENCE 
1. Check water level, flow rate and temperature. 
2. Activate GN2 or CH4 coolant flow and check flow rate and pressure. 
3. Open damper. 
4. Follow purge and ignition sequence required by safety. 
5. Check hot gas temperature and adjust 0/F as required to obtain specified temperature. 
6. Check test section optical pyrometers and adjust coolant flow as required. 
7. Monitor coolant temperature and pressures at discharge throughout test. 
SHUT DOWN SEQUENCE (full shut down) 
1. Close fuel valve. 
2. Stop blower, open vent valve. 
3. Close damper. 
4. Monitor test section temps, when under 300 F, change to ON2 purge flow. 
SHUT DOWN SEQUENCE FOR CYCLE TESTING USING N2 COOLING 
1. Use steps 1 & 2 only. 
2. Hold full cooling flow until next start cycle. 
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APPENDIX A-3 
EMERGENCY SHUT DOWN PARAMETERS 
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EMERGENCY SHUT DOWN PARAMETERS 
Loss of test section coolant or pressure. Initiate full shut down sequence. 
2.	 Inability to prevent test section over heating by adjusting coolant flow. Initiate full shut 
down sequence. 
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APPENDIX B 
DETAILED DESIGN DRAWINGS 
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